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High-connectivity or high-depth circuits are a major roadblock for current quantum
hardware. We propose hybrid classical-quantum algorithms to simulate such circuits from
much shallower circuits and without swap-gate ladders. As main tool, we introduce
quantum-classical-quantum interfaces. These cut an experimentally-problematic gate (e.g.
a very long-range one) out of the circuit by random measurements and state-preparations
drawn according to a classical quasi-probability simulation of the noiseless gate. As any
sampling scheme based on negative quasi-probabilities, our method suffers from the
infamous sign-problem. However, each interface only introduces a multiplicative statistical
overhead that is independent of the on-chip qubit distance, remarkably. Hence, by
applying interfaces to for instance the most long-range gates in a target circuit, significant
reductions in depth (and therefore accumulated gate-infidelity) can be attained in
practice. We numerically show the efficacy of our method with a Bell-state circuit for two
qubits increasingly far apart on a chip, a variational ground-state solver for TF Ising model
on ring lattices of increasing lengths, and with depth extensions for random circuits as well
as VQEs for quantum chemistry. Our findings provide a versatile toolbox for both errormitigation and circuit boosts tailored for noisy, intermediate-scale quantum computations.
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Figure 1: Schematics of our hybrid scheme. Left: A QCQ interface simulates a gate between qubits 1

Figure 1. Schematics of our method. (a) A QCQ interface V(a, b) simulates a gate between qubits 1 and N . The two qubits are
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sampled. The same principle can be applied to simulate entire slices of a target circuit, leading to
drastic reductions in experimental-circuit depth at the expenses of a moderate statistical overhead.
of qubits on which Uk acts, and by ask a corresponding
By construction, PIsk (¶|ask ) is a valid probability distrisub-string of measurement outcomes on sk . In addition,
bution, from which bsk can be sampled. This can be used
we use the short-hand notations sk := S \sk for the qubits
[24] to quantum Monte-Carlo simulate M̃ask .
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on which Uk does not act and 11sk for the identity on Hsk .
Definition 2 (Classical-quantum interface). We refer as
From the f gates, l < f are particularly experimentally deCQ interface on sk to the re-preparation of sk in the state
manding for NISQ implementations, and they are marked
‡bsk , with probability PIsk (bsk |ask ), given a classical
by the set of labels L := {k1 , k2 , . . . kl }. The case we
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